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She was no stranger to collecting when, in the mid-1960s
her husband presented Andree Petyt of Brussels with a

bisque doll. After all, the Petyt family, who moved in high
society circles of London and Paris, was already well-known
for its collections of rare books, paintings and furniture. She
was fascinated with this little doll. “I saw it as a work of art”
she remembered. In just a short period of time, the petite
and fashionable lady became a legend in European doll
collecting circles, and over the next half century, assembled a
world class collection of antique dolls.

The Madame Andree Petyt collection of dolls and related
childhood ephemera will be auctioned by Theriault’s of
Annapolis, Maryland on May 5 and 6, 2007 at The Venetian
Hotel in Las Vegas. A 270-page hardbound commemorative
catalog, “A Cherished Collection” is available to
accompany the auction.

Although Madame Petyt often stated, “I first came to
dolls through my love of fashion” there can be no question
that her connoisseur’s eye also quickly learned to
distinguish beauty in faces and models, too. The r esult is a
splendid and felicitous result as auction attendees will
learn, for each doll, a beauty in its own right, is pr esented
in superb costume, many of these original couturier
models from the prestige workshops of those such as
Ernestine Jumeau. 

Jumeau bebes and poupees were, in fact, particular
favorites of Madame Petyt, and collectors at the auction
will have a multitude of choices ranging fr om the most
petite of each, to extraordinary large sizes. And, Stuart
Holbrook, President of Theriault’s, who counseled and
worked with the Petyt family in several trans-continental
sessions to make this event happen in America, remarked,

Tiny 11” French bisque bebe by Schmitt et Fils is entir ely
original including wig, earrings, and even her chemise under a
beautiful aqua silk dress and bonnet.

Shown is one lot of early French poupee accessories presented
in The Cherished Collection of Madame Andree Petyt.

An endearing Bebe Brevete stands alongside an early
model of Bebe Teteur by Leon Casimir Bru, each in
superb costume. 

Madame Petyt’s collection includes
a fine group of Sonneberg bebes,
many such as this in factory
original costumes.

World-Class “A Cherished Collection” of Madame Petyt of Brussels
to be Auctioned by Theriault’s on May 5 and 6 in Las V egas

Four
glorious
Bebe Triste
models by
Jumeau
include
this model
in original
Jumeau
couturier
costume. 
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“Despite the delightful bounty of dolls from Jumeau,
don’t forget other illustrious French doll makers”. These
include four gorgeous French bebes by Bru, as well as a
number of Bru poupees. Bebes by Schmitt number four
including a fabulous petite model in virtually unplayed
with condition. And Steiner, Gaultier, Rabery and
Delphieu, and others are present too, offering beautiful
dolls in fabulous costume, as well as a stunning beauty
by Thuillier in original silk dress and bonnet. 

Madame Petyt’s curiosity and good taste led her also
to explore other facets of dolls. Thus, the collection
contains a fine collection of good early Sonneber g dolls
whose makers sought to capture the French doll market
of the 1880s. A number of these dolls are also presented
in their original costumes providing collectors a
fascinating first-hand comparison of the original works of
Sonneberg and French doll makers. 

Her interest in German dolls did not end with the dolls
of the 1880s. The collection includes a wonderful
collection of googly dolls, art character children from
illustrious firms such as Kammer and Reinhardt and
Simon and Halbig, and a very fine collection of models
from Gebruder Heubach. A special corner of Madame
Petyt’s private museum was given over to her collection
of babies, each of which is attired in superb antique garb.
Madame Petyt’s insatiable curiosity often led her to side
paths, such as her collection of original Sasha Studio dolls
including the classic children as well as the very rare
Pierrot with elongated cloth body, and her collection of
Kathe Kruse dolls ranging from early Series I to a large
collection of 1960s children in mint condition.

A fascination with childhood and children’s costumes
influenced Madame Petyt in the acquisition of r elated
doll costume ephemera, too. Her collection of 19th
century children’s costumes has been ranked among the
finest in the world, and in addition, the auction will of fer
her collection of miniature sewing machines, original
cabinet of mid-19th century handwork, fine early fabrics,
sewing ephemera, superb mannequins ranging from
petite lady forms to life-size children with articulated
wooden bodies, and even a wonderful German boxed set
of bisque doll and patterns from the late 19th century
designs of Agnes Lucas. 

And not to forget the two most significant doll costume
phenomena of the 19th and 20th century, there is the
collection of hundreds of issues of La Poupee Modele from
its earliest year of publication, each with its original
costume pattern, and an extraordinary complete set of La
Semaine de Suzette, also dating from its premiere issue.
There are, too, more than 100 original Bleuette costumes
by Gautier-Langereau to be auctioned. 

Paper ephemera concerning dolls and playthings was,
in fact, a favorite pre-occupation of the discerning
collection and choice examples range from the boxed set
of Psyche paper doll even including its original wooden

Beneath their beautiful clothing, many of the poupees in the
auction have rare wooden bodies. Shown here are three Bru
poupees with variations of his deposed wooden body .

A German sewing set includes a pretty bisque doll as well as
patterns and instruction book from the German author and
seamstress Agnes Lucas. It is virtually mint. 

Beautiful early costumes with soutache embroidery can
be found on early dolls, as well as many being sold
separately at the May 5-6 auction.
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psyche mirror to superb early French children’s books
featuring dolls and laden with delicate engravings of
children playing with dolls. There are original boxed
French and German parlor game sets from the mid-1800s
through 1920, including a rare and delightful game
featuring a task for girls to build their own house.

There are, too, dollhouses, an early milliner shop,
grocery, and a superb collection of early doll furnitur e,
riding animals, and carriages. 

Madame Petyt cherished lady dolls, too, and her
collection encompasses fine early porcelains, wax portrait
models, bisque ladies with sculpted hair, carved wooden
dolls and early French paper maches as well as classic
French bisque poupees ranging from size 0 models to
three outstanding 28” portrait Jumeau models, and

German fashionable ladies from the 1880 era right
through to the voluptuous ladies of the Edwar dian era.

In addition to the fabulous dolls in original costumes,
collectors will have ample opportunity to bid and win
doll costumes and accessories for the dolls they alr eady
own. Wonderful bonnets, jewelry, a bounty of doll shoes,
and fabulous dresses and gowns are in abundance. 

For nearly a half-century the collection of Madame
Petyt was exhibited in her private residence in a
prestigious neighborhood of Brussels. In fact, the entire
fifth floor of the home was dedicated to this purpose.
During the 1970s the collection was placed on exhibit in
public venues in Europe, and visitors included the
Belgian queen and her children. International visitors
were always warmly welcomed to the Petyt home to

Rare-bodied poupees and early German
fashion dolls from the 1875 era are featured in
the Madame Petyt auction, as well as a fine
group of early cabinetwork and other doll
furniture including Huret table and chairs. 

Still another model of Bebe Triste plays
with a rare pull toy Polichinelle riding a
Donkey. 

Bebe Jumeau wears her original costume,
and stands alongside the same dress, an
amazingly rare duplicate. 

A rare size 16
Bebe Triste, of
which few
models are
known to exist,
wears a
wonderful
early silk jester
costume, while
standing
alongside is a
size 11 E.J.
bebe in original
Jumeau
costume. 

A rare mystery doll in
original costume is
presented in the
Madame Petyt auction.

Large googlies by Kestner and Kammer
and Reinhardt are among the characters
in the Andree Petyt collection. 
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Known to Jumeau collectors as “the model
with wrap-around eyes” this large example
wears a choice early costume and stands aside
a trio of doll bonnets and an early doll chest.

One of many
early paper
mache dolls in
the auction. A
group of fine
wooden dolls,
chosen by
Madame Petyt
from the early
Kendall
collection are also
being offered. 

share their love of dolls, and since learning of
the upcoming auction, collectors have shared
stories with Stuart Holbrook of the generosity
and warmth of this elegant woman. “She was
so private and unassuming, and yet, in
retrospect, it seems she was known by so
many collectors” noted Stuart Holbrook, who
added, “Collectors came to our auctions of the
famous Legoland Museum and Puppen and
Spielzeug Museum of Vienna hoping to
capture a certain doll they had always loved
on their visits there. I’m sure that will also be
true of the auction of “The Cherished
Collection of Madame Petyt”.

To commemorate the dolls and playthings,
each will be given a special tag, and each is
photographed and described in the 270-page
book available by calling 800-638-0422 or at
www.theriaults.com. On both Saturday and
Sunday from 8:30 to 9 AM Florence Theriault
will conduct a walk-through lecture of that
day’s auction, pointing out special features of
many dolls. Although collectors are
encouraged to attend the auction to personally
witness the glorious array, it is also easy to bid
absentee, by telephone, or by live internet
bidding at the actual time of the auction. For
more information call 800-638-0422 or email
info@theriaults.com or stuart@theriaults.com. 

Wonderful whimsies such as this
group of all-bisque characters by
Heubach and others are especially
rare having their original
hairpieces. These are being sold as
one lot in the May 5-6 auction. 

A 20” German paper mache lady with ornate
coiffure stands alongside an early doll chest and
set of miniature dishes. There are many sets of
early miniature dishes offered in the collection. 

Four gorgeous bebes by Bru are
included in the one-owner “Cherished
Collection of Madame Andree Petyt”
including this 29” size 11 classic
example in fine antique costume and
signed Bru shoes.

The rare Steiner waltzing lady
wears the original early gown,
and has her rare original Steiner
paper label hidden beneath.

A fabulous
30”, size 14
Bebe E.J. by
Jumeau wears
her original
Jumeau
couturier
costume. 


